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A--SCHUBERT
1. AGITATO (Sonata in A Minor) 2. PLAINTIVE (Death and the Maiden) 3. FURIOUS (The Erlking)

B--BEETHOVEN
1. AGITATO (Sonata Pathétique) 2. LOVE THEME (Adelaide) 3. FUNERAL MARCH (On the Death of a Hero)

C--SCHUMANN
1. HURRY (Sonata in D Minor) 2. PLAINTIVE (Why?) 3. MYSTERIOSO (Santa Claus)

D--GRIEG
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1. AGITATO (Harvest Song) 2. DOLORESO (Autumn Song) 3. MARCHIE POMPOSO (Hunter’s Song)

F--MENDELSSOHN
1. AGITATO (Scherzo in B Minor) 2. FUNERAL MARCH (Song Without Words) 3. FURIOSO (Capriccio in A Minor)

G--VERDI (Aida)
1. AGITATO (The Fatal Question) 2. PLAINTIVE (Pity, Kind Heaven) 3. TRIUMPHAL (Of Nile’s Sacred River)

PIANO SOLO, ORCHESTRA.

The Seven Numbers complete in one book 50c. net
11 Parts, Piano and Organ, each 8c. net Full, Piano and Organ - each 10c. net

EXTRA PARTS 10c. net each; Piano and Organ, 15c. net each

NOTE: These numbers are NOT published for Orchestra in book form

Published by

Walter Jacobs
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Teasing the Ivories, No. 9

By A. W. Christiansen

ENROLLING RAGTIME PUPILS ON THE TRAIN

That day my wife and I were on the train returning from our vacation. As we rode along, I noticed a young boy and girl sitting in the car. They seemed to be enjoying themselves, playing with a small instrument. I approached them and asked if they would like to learn how to play the piano.

They hesitated at first, but eventually agreed. I gave them a few lessons and before long they were playing beautiful pieces. We continued on our journey and I enjoyed hearing their progress as we traveled.

I continued to teach them until we arrived at our destination. The girl was particularly talented and showed a great deal of promise. I recommended that she continue to study with a professional teacher and she agreed to do so.

The boy, however, was not as interested in music and soon lost interest in lessons. I offered to find him another activity, but he declined. I wished him well and wished him the best of luck in his endeavors.

RAGTIME RECITALS

We returned to our own city and continued to teach and perform. Our recitals were always well received and we enjoyed sharing our love of music with others.

One day, while we were rehearsing a new piece, a group of children came in and asked if they could have a private lesson. We agreed and began teaching them. They were very enthusiastic and quickly learned the piece.

We performed the piece at our next recital and it was well received by the audience. We were proud of the children and enjoyed sharing our music with them.

In conclusion, teaching music to children can be a rewarding experience. It is important to find the right students and to provide them with the proper guidance and support. With dedication and hard work, we can inspire a love of music in the next generation.
I Wished to acquire a comfortable substance
And I’d just naturally mis-read this little
The phonograph of the conscience til’ bluesy —
He just put up and died — I’ll be on a fence whether
To handle round robin’s widows and orphans, or to
Launch a “set-your-words-to-music” bureau. Get me, doc? To me.
One got a well known magazine as “music publishers.”
And in view of the general tendency of widows and orphans
to mis-pronounce little but heartily and hard, knockly hands,
I’ll just naturally have to push ’em up in favor of the songwriting
gentle. Yes, yes. Look the flag. As a matter
particular hardcrad member of the species expressed it. We
Gotta slow work on. From the brow yellowing bosom of the
Sara’s Missouri! I reckon east and west — we get ’em.
This fellow he was. He was a songbook. Of eave-man model
menus.
And Ye Gods how they throve. Meanin’ the songbooks.
With all the dope collected and printed anent this particular
Desire on the progress of humanity, pickings ought to be poor but
Say, the reverse — merely. As Avon Bill says, “Puddin’
They like it.” Or was it Boreum? And from personal observa-
tions I take it the gentleman responsible has concocted a truth-
ful remark.

Thus ever — and will.
I have acted in an advisory capacity to a number of budding
Songsmiths, from the wild-eyed young type just ready to spring on
An unexpecting population some new (?) and glorious songs later
Respecting Iroquois and Iroquois Iroquois — old aca rule, when Irving
Berlin acquired his first Rolls-Royce, and sugar was four coppers
A pound — up to the chap just getting a key to the fact that this
Grand and glorious business of song manufacturing requires a
Ding-dong bust of ability, preparation and experi-
ence. To make it pay.

And out of the large, glossy globs of evidence turned my way
One shining fact — to cut it out prominently. Ah me, yes. Like
The lump on a camel. This.

We are vain. Our songsmiths. This burning desire to turn
Out with our name on a printed sheet — both the quality, folks don’t know — shows the neighbors and other
Sufferers our song. Yeah no, this is vanity stuff. A —
A — a —
Even as you and I. Yes, I’ll confess it. They put me too.
And it’s pretty generally known that every writer of ability
Enough to bring it out and more or less acquainted with the
Species. In young days. In fact, paid for their first printed
Sheet.

But for the aspiring hitmaker as yet touched not the coin by
The wering beast of the songsmith’s fiery adjectives, promi-
Natory phrases, and alarming promises — I have a message. Short.
And painted. As follows:
The magazine as “music publisher” never pays royalties.
No, no, never. Tell doch doth up. And beyond.
This should suffer. But — lest there be doubtful ones —
The magazine as “music publisher” gives you back two things.
A worthless contract. And the cheapest of cheaply printed
Songs. Nothing more or less. And usually.

And oh, yes — EXPERIENCE.
And yet, fellow laborers, some o’ us ’d need more than one dip
Into the cleansing oil of experience to be inculcated right.

For —
Just recently an aspiring lyricist Befuddled in his latest
masterpiece for my inspection. En note I’ll say that this chap
does good work. Splendid development and all that. But this
“game” was born late. Ye Gods, yes. A war song. Now.
And so, with due consideration of the unspoken terms of the
Chap, I advised my young friend to bury this offering where the cows
daily o’ nights. Near the daisies.
But no — I was wrong. He sold it. It seems he later sent
The lyric to a “publisher,” yes, the “shark” variety, who — so he
Advised — had grappled at once the world of songwriters with
The words afforded and would the writer accept a contract providing
Three-cent royalty? Will a fish bite? I know it. And so he
Hit
And then the delays. And gentle reader, so help me, this was the THIRD
Time he had hit.

But — lastly — your hastily formed conclusions lead the impres-
sion that this chap’s mental apparatus was in a condition simi-
lar in respects to hell, yelling every — wait I bellow you.
Too much credulity. Ah me, yes. And a combination of
Spelling blunders cunningly arranged in promises glitteringly
golden. Truly, “where ignorance is bliss, it is folly to be wise.”
Which sums it up.

Many and varied are the schemes operated by these mass.
And they are constantly planning newer projects. For the
Stuffed up the unshopped I shall attempt to expose the “plan”
Behind their most commonly known practices.

Perhaps the most widely known operator is the magazine as
“music publisher.” This is but a fraction of the original “set-
your-words-to-music” idea, that made one man a millionaire.

And is justified.

This crowd takes song words only. Provide a musical
Setting of doubtful worth, supply a copyright in your name, and
Furnish several hundred cheaply printed copies.
And then.

Fine.
This kind of “Cook’s Tour” costs the victim thirty-five dol-
lars. The “publisher’s” expenditures have been one dollar for
The copyright, and possibly six dollars for the printing. The
Balance is gross income. For the “publisher.” Speaking of
Profits, well.

What is known as the “printing stunt” is clearly allied to the
Adventured just passed through, and is undoubtedly the next best
Known in this present or present as a reputable publisher.
And invites submittances. After the labor of procuring your com-
pletely song — and enthusiasm — is only and successfully ac-
complished, the operator reports his catalog overflowing but
There is so much “real merit” in YOUR song, etc., etc., etc.,
—and the rest of the old, old story — that he will make a place for it
Under certain conditions.

When trades somewhat as follows: “If you will pay for
The first edition and will act as selling agent, we will place your
Song in our catalog and all orders received will be turned over to you.
After the first edition is sold out, we will give it prominence in
Our regular catalog and will pay you a liberal royalty on each
 Copies sold.”

And usually so much richly prepared “come-on” literature is
Supplied that the victim invariably hastens happily to
— to disillusion, dilemma and dismay — more.

Upon discovery of the fact that he has invested 800 in 813
worth of “unplugged,” unsaleable, worthless sheets.

The difference between sixty and fifteen is the whaler’s profit.
As I said.

While the premiere. Seats and walls. For another.

Another view of the “printing stunt” worked just a little
differently. These agree to publish your song providing you
Say the printing charge of the first edition. To get it started.
They net from twenty-five to fifty dollars on the printing item
And advanced five or ten dollars royalty. After that.
Cautions.
And then comes the “King and Queen stunt.” This chap’s
Stock in trade are original letters sent through letter brokers.
A period of some formulates unbridled information, and those
Of us strangled with a copyright relic eventually receive a com-
munication from him. He writes, “I am a selling agent. I have
Lately run across your song and think it splendid, and that it
Could be sold easily. In fact I know a publishing house that
Would buy it if it were offered for sale.” And furthermore adds
That if you will advance twenty-five dollars, he will sell the song
Or refund the money.

Hundreds fall.
And with your money safely saved he writes another letter.
Under another name. This time he is a publisher and will pay
And when you write the original “shark” for a refund, he
rejects that he has done his part. You refuse to sell. Niall.

The “selling agent” shark swears your name from the “print-
ing” shark and in effect, writes if you have any song copies for
Sale. If you answer in the affirmative he is certain to offer to
Act as selling agent of your song if you will advertise it in a cer-
tain paper. After you have paid in some twenty-five dollars for
A five dollar advertisement. And tired of it. The shark and
Paper owner divide the profits.
The “performer” shark will sing your song and sell it through the
Audience for five or ten dollars per week. Needless to say — he
does neither.

The “rubber stamp” shark had a veritable gold mine until
The Federal inspectors got after them hotly, and have continued
On the trail. The foundation of this plan was the publication
Of thousands of copies of a complete song. With the writers’
Names omitted.

With this stock in reserve they posed as reputable gentlemen
Very much interested in songs and songwriters. And very
erager to “assist” worthy amateur writers.

They invite submittances but ALWAYS return them. With
A letter like this: “Your enclosed song is practice without.
And your work demonstrates unusual talent. With a reputa-
ion you could easily secure an excellent position with a music
House. We are, therefore, pleased to offer you a wonderful
Opportunity. We have a splendid complete song which we will
Sell you for $80, publishing the number absolutely free to you,
And also giving you one credit for the production.”

The “literature” employed by these people was a direct appeal
to the imagination, and thousands fell.

The “trick” was extremely simple. As each successive “in-
vestor” bought the song, a few hundred copies were taken
From reserve, rubber-stamped, “Words and music by —”
And shipped to the unsuspecting purchaser.

When hundreds of writers began noticing that other writers
Had their names on THEIR song they went to Uncle Sammy.
And so it seems that the best way, after all, is to turn down
each and every proposition requiring financial assistance from
You. Especially when so many reputable publishers are
Pctfectly willing to spend THEIR money on your song — if it has
MERIT.
TEASING THE IVORIES, No. 9
Continued from page 3
The State Industrial School is where boys are sent for minor offenses against the law. It is a military school, except that the boys are rarely there of their own volition, some being sent there for disciplinary periods by the State, others the parents. They are sent direct to the school by parents, which latter are known as “boarders.”

Miss von der Leyen and myself had been so overworked in reviewing the choral ladies and gentlemen, fighting with the principals and squiring in many hours of practice and rehearsal that we had not had a moment to ourselves in the past few weeks. We were beginning to feel a little homesick, and we thought of the time that we came to move the instruments the best was none too good for the boys. The boys reflected this good judgment on our part by giving themselves to the utmost in the boys’ orchestra and boys’ dancing clubs (organized by Mrs. Paddock), both of which gave a performance that would have done credit to many professional organizations.

On the way back to town Meillering emulated Mr. Paddock’s son (who drives in as a pupil of the New Department of the Arts). A NOTABLE FIASCO

STANDING inside the 31th Street Theatre in Denver I found a former associate playing the great Hope-Jones Wurlitzer organ in that theatre—Carnegie von der Leyen, who by the way figure in a future “Famous Exponents of Popular Music.”Miss von der Leyen and myself were connected with the known Chicago Theatre several years ago as associate organists, and she has gone on her chosen profession until she now sits in the title of one of the greatest Wurlitzers in existence today, the instrument having four manuals (or key-boards), two hundred and twenty-one stops, forty combination wind and foot-pedals, besides a rack of bell, strings, reeds, and flügel, double and treble voices and every effect imaginable. In playing one of these masterpieces instrument one has to be very careful, because each voice touches a different key.

Miss von der Leyen was playing the organ in the picture “Les Miracules,” and the deep dramatic situation in this picture gave her ample opportunity to bring out her musicianship and skill, so that the audience sat spellbound by the combined effect of the picture, the music and the well-played music.”

The following obituary and Rename of the late Thos. S. Allen, in the current January (1909) issue of the Jacobin Monthly, report the death of the late Thos. S. Allen, a prominent composer and musician who composed many popular songs and some of his most famous works were published in the “Songster” and other musical periodicals.
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popular hits, yet ever founded an orientation music halls, a friend and staff writer — Thomas S. Allen.

Thomas S. Allen was born in the little town of Natwick, in Massachusetts on December 10th, 1836, and at Boston on October 31st, 1919, passed in the 45th year of his age from a field to which he had devoted his life and which he loved and best. At about the age of 80 years he made his playing debut with the then popular and well-known "Ktoworth and Allen Dance Orchestra" of Natwick, a small aggregation largely made up of the "Allen Brothers," of whom there were many and all musicians. This orchestra was one of the first of those "singing" combinations which were so popular at that period, playing to "big business" locally while holding intense popularity at Norembega Park (just out of Boston) for twenty consecutive years.

It was in the year 1890 that Mr. Allen entered more fully into the life of a professional by obtaining a position as violinist with the theatre orchestra of what then was popular as the Grand Opera House in Washington Street in Boston, going thence to the old Hob Theatre (at Washington and Dover Streets) where he was leading violinist during 1896 and nearly all of 1896. It was in December of the latter year that he was engaged by the "Ktoworth & C. B. Brothers" of Boston to act as general music director for the six Boston theatres for which the Brothers combination furnished the orchestral music, and during this engagement he also played leading violin at the Columbia and Majestic theatres for seven years consecutively.

In 1893 he severed connections with the "Bates Brothers" to take a position in the famous old Howard Theater of Boston, and in leaving this in 1911 he also left Boston — going to Rochester, N. Y., where he assumed a position as a sort of music manager to furnish orchestras for the leading hotels and theaters. His next step into professional life was as a music director to the Plowright Brothers of Boston, eventually tiring of the various positions held by Mr. Allen within its ranks was featuring the noted comedian Dan Coleman. Eventually tiring of the various kinds of music hall life, Mr. Allen returned to Massachusetts, and confined his musical activities mainly to local playing and around Boston. He was a member of the American Federation of Musicians, having affiliated with both the Rochester and Boston locals.

A cursory glance at the composing activities of Mr. Allen will substantiate the claim that he was the creator of many popular "hits" which "went over big" in the vaudeville world. The name of "Melody" and "W. Allen" is well-known to thousands of singers of "My Delight Rose" and "The Watermelon." Both of these numbers being distinctly popular as stage and home songs, while one song which swept the entire country and perhaps was his biggest hit in the vocal line was "Any Rags." By this song Mr. Allen became the creator of a style in song of time as to musical worth.

As director and leading-violinist, Mr. Allen was well-known throughout the vaudeville and burlesque fields. In diverse writing stage-music, and more particularly that of the interludes and encores which are demanded for the burlesque, he was known as a director for these orchestras. As a performer on the violin, while being a thorough technician as a pupil of the noted Charles Loesser, well-grounded and of broad capability — he essayed as a "trick" violinist. Indeed it long had been an ambition of Mr. Allen to appear in this capacity on the vaudeville world of the states, an ambition he was preparing to fulfill when stricken with his last illness.

As a musician alone, Mr. Allen proved himself and worth by his playing and composing: as conductor and composer, "Tommy" Allen stands the test of unfailing fidelity and good-fellowship under reverses and success, as both a composer and a personal friend, through the "Great Inevitable" the passing of Thomas S. Allen has left a void in the ranks of the instrumental contributions to the Jacobs' Orchestra. Moreover that it will not be easy to fill, and which will ever leave a sadness over the memory. Another sincere regret is in the seeming beholders of this all too brief testimonial of remembrance — a belated record of the gathering of these few facts, items for which the man himself cared so little as not to consider them worth recording in diary or other form. Mates to silence is the violin, and covered may become the once happy music pen; yet the warm memory of a long enduring friendship will play unceasingly in thought and undimmed by the corrosion of time.
Cuddle-Up Bay

Words and Music by
Leo Turner and C. S. Millsbaugh

Moderato

Piano

Doll! No one can see us make love, Except the moon up above, And what he sees, dear, He'll never tell. Well paddle in a canoe.

There's a place not far from here That's just a loveer's paradise. We will dream of love at night, And live on kisses all the day. To

Cupid be-yond com-pare, And Cupid is waiting there. Let's hurry, I can't ex plain.

Cuddle-Up Bay, where stars are shin ing. Let's go to Cuddle-Up Bay, near Kiss-Me-Har-bor. So come to Cuddle-Up Bay.

Copyright MCXXX by Walter Jacobs, Boston
International Copyright Secured

Melody
The Temple Dancer

VALSE ORIENTALE

INTRO.
Andante misterioso

NORMAN LEIGH

Copyright MCMXX by Walter Jacobs, Boston
International Copyright Secured
CHRISTENSEN SYMPHONETTES

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

Christensen devised a set of syncopated rhythms, so simple in form, that even a beginner could readily learn them. While practicing these rhythms the pupil has ample opportunity for the proper training of the fingers, formation of the touch and the basic principles of piano-playing. After the rhythms, an instruction book was worked out showing their application to standard and popular tunes. The result was that even beginners, and those who knew little at first, soon found themselves playing real ragtime.

The idea was an immediate success. The Chicago school was soon forced to hire a staff of assistants. The branch schools, equally successful, were quickly established in all large American cities.

The San Francisco school has outgrown the space available for it in its former location, and has been forced to move to larger quarters in the Garfield Building where it occupies a suite of four teaching rooms and a large office and waiting room.

The pupils of the school soon find out that music can be made to sound well when not played as written; they become unconcerned but proficient subscribers to the principle that “what sounds good is good,” and many of them have felt encouraged and with the results to use their imagination.

Christensen besides operating a chain of schools is a well-known vaudeville pianist, and recently played a very successful engagement at Pantages Theatre, San Francisco.

From Milwaukee

WE HAVE just learned of the death of the brothers of Fred Winter, who, as Winter has our deepest sympathy. He has only been with us for three weeks, and has a good class of scholars on the “jive,” banjo and mandolin. Mr. Winter is also conductor of one of the best cabinet orchestras in the city.

We were called upon to furnish a violin and piano player for a private dance a few evenings ago, with particular request for “jazz music and nothing else.” Of course we had it all hand. Our teaching staff—Miss Gerberk with the violin and Miss Larkins at the piano. They made good and came home with a bunch of long green.

From New York

ROBERT MARINE writes that the Christensen system is still going strong in New York, and that he is about to open two more schools. Mr. Marine claims the Christensen system is successful for the following reasons. That this style of syncopation is opposed to the slipshod duppy rag; that it has the professional sound and the cabinet swing; that it is very easy to learn. Mr. Marine has taught many well-known professional people who are now using the system in their stage work.

Memories of Home

REVERIE

Just one of those pretty and practical pieces that all the people “fall for.”

SAMPLE COPY 15c
IF YOU MENTION “MELODY”

WALTER JACOBS, 8 BOWMOUTH ST. MONTREAL

“Auto Riders Frolic”

By Frank B. Dubin. 9th Ave.

“Hartford Post”, New Columbia

4th Ave. and 31st St. New York

PHilo Music Co. 1164-7

Some Real Song Hits

One Little Girl Very Troy 30c

Sweet Hawaiian Moonlight 30c

Smoke Rings Very Troy 30c

Overall’s Very Troy 30c

Pickens’s Blues Waltz 30c

Hawaiian Rose 30c

Weeping Willow Lane 30c

On the road of success and fame to the publishers

McKINLEY Music Co.

30, 310 S. Dearborn St. Chicago, Ill. 30, 404 N. Dinsmore St. New York
MELODY

NEW MOVIE MUSIC
FOR PIANISTS

to organists

APPLE BLOSSOM REVERIE
SHIMMERING GLIMMERING
ARMENIA FOR MARCH
OLD GLORY, 1st Stat
BIG STICK MARCH
SLEEP BABY SLEEP, Waltz
ROMEO PROMENADE

NEW ORGAN MUSIC

PATIENCE

FREDERICK WALTZ
JULIE BLUE WALTZ
PATIENCE HOUR WALTZ
LA CASA LUMA WALTZ

MELODY

You Movie and Dance Pianists

Always Need GOOD Instrumental Music

Look over these REAL numbers and order NOW!

11c. 11c. CENTS EACH, POST PAID

11c. 11c. CENTS EACH, POST PAID

WINN’S

Practical Method

Positively Teaches Anyone

Popular Music

And

Ragtime Piano Playing

With “Swing” and “Pop”

25 Schools in the Metropolitan district alone mean something

INSTRUCTION BOOK NO. 1

Portand, OR

INSTRUCTION BOOK NO. 2

Portand, Or.

At all Music Stores

Winn School of Popular Music

34th Street at Broadway, New York

HARMONY

With a proper school, every pupil can become a composer.

A. H. M. Novello & Co., 247 South LaSalle, Chicago

Music Printing & Engraving

Melodies, Copyrighted and Uncopyrighted, for all purposes

Music Publishing House, 263 W. 23rd Street, New York

Miss Clement was for years located in the Cameo Music Building in Pittsburgh, but for the past two years she has been located in the Penn Office Building, where she has a cozy suite of three studios.

From Elgin

Mrs. Edward Burns, who thoroughly enjoys every lesson, is showing wonderful work.

From Elgin

Miss Ruth Kenyon is a resident of Clintonville, Ill., and not a citizen of South Elgin, as inadvertently stated in a recent number of MELODY. Beg pardon, all round! Our mistake.
Winn Winnowings...

POPULAR MUSIC RECITALS

Singing is the season when nature awakes from its long winter sleep and begins to breathe into bloom, so it naturally should occur to us that we, too, should awaken. It is natural that the progressive young men and women—those who have devoted their spare moments during the winter to the study of something useful—while the rest of us indulged in the various indoor sports—should feel the awakened desire to "sell the world" what they have learned.

During recent years a large number of Wurlin-teaching teachers of popular piano music have offered their pupils just such an opportunity by giving spring recitals, and the eagerness with which this has been almost universally followed in the following reports from two of the most successful Wurlin teachers in the East—one in Mount Vernon, N. Y., and one in Baltimore, Md.

SADLER "WAKES UP" BALTIMORE

The Sadler-Winnow recital—programmed as the "First Annual Review, Recital and Dance of The Sadler-Winnow Schools of Popular Music"—was held at the Academy Theatre Ballroom on May 16, 1939, and created great interest, as it was something new. The program was a long one, but it met with such great success that Mr. Sadler purposes to repeat the affair at least once a year. Following is the program:

**PART ONE**

Piano Solo—Miss Mona Edgington, "Chapel in the Snow." 

**PART TWO**

Piano Duo—Mr. Will Lewis and Miss Mona Edgington,

The Sadler-Winnow recital—programmed as the "First Annual Review, Recital and Dance of The Sadler-Winnow Schools of Popular Music"—was held at the Academy Theatre Ballroom on May 16, 1939, and created great interest, as it was something new. The program was a long one, but it met with such great success that Mr. Sadler purposes to repeat the affair at least once a year. Following is the program:

**PART ONE**

Piano Solo—Mr. Will Lewis.

**PART TWO**

Piano Solo—Miss Mona Edgington.

Sadler-Winnow recital—programmed as the "First Annual Review, Recital and Dance of The Sadler-Winnow Schools of Popular Music"—was held at the Academy Theatre Ballroom on May 16, 1939, and created great interest, as it was something new. The program was a long one, but it met with such great success that Mr. Sadler purposes to repeat the affair at least once a year. Following is the program:

**PART ONE**

Piano Solo—Mr. Will Lewis.

**PART TWO**

Piano Solo—Miss Mona Edgington.
test” one from the music-hall of “The Boy from Dixie,” who seems to wear a man's music shoe.

Old Ponce de Leon discovered Florida, but it remained for Chappell & Co. to discover “Mamie” and put it on the music map. Mamie is “removing” that they are reaping returns from all over the United States for their “Mamie” mapping.

When management, musical and financial interests meet and merge in one man's “things” — there's something doing. Monte Austin, the Seattle manager for Leo Feist, Inc., has gone to Portland, Oregon, to sing at Council Crest, an amusement resort in which he holds a financial interest. Yes, there's a law against those big “muggers,” but not when they are as legitimate as this one.

Scotty Middleton, the man at the head of the music department in the State Street store of S. S. Kresge in Chicago, says that nearly every song which sells well in that particular emporium of the “3 and 6” products becomes a national hit. Being in the business he ought to know, as he has written nine songs of his own. In the song business he is “Let the Rest of the World Go By.” “That Naughty Waltz” and “Drifting” — each of which went over the 10,000 mark in going over.

If there's anybody who doubts that everybody (at times) builds air castles and chases dreams — well, let the dodging somebody chase the tail of some of the popular orchestrists and vanguard vocalists, listen to them chase “Dream Castles in the Air” because chased it to the top by popular demand, then chase their own doubts. How? E. Hochberg & Co. of Brooklyn, N. Y., the publishers of this musical “Dream Castle,” are wide awake to the fact that the increasing demand for copies of this number is something more than a dream, and themselves are chasing the reality.

Boosey & Co. should worry over the present awful prices of foot-grab — shoes, socks and stockings — when boys and girls everywhere are humming vocally over “The Barfoot Trail.” These publishers are “kicking their feet” in glee because this song hits is being adopted for two-part singing by schools all over the country.

Talk about popular “plugging” whether purposely or purposelessly, Rubey de Boorse recently covered E. 7th on the Lenox theatre, singing “Blue Diamonds” and “Hump My Nose, My Pussy Gives Me.” This lady is condescended to many fans to be the most beautiful blonde in “Sneersville.”

The Haven Shop, Greenfield, Ill., as a music publishing concern, is certainly becoming recognized by the music buying public. The “Burlington Way” march, published as a bookie for an automobile trial three years ago, has played itself around the world. The “Battle Hymn of Peace” is admitted to be one of the biggest patriotic and international hymns, a feature song hit. “For I Have You, appeal to the lovers of the bigger class of popular songs. The Haven Shop is surely to be congratulated for its achievements in the popular music field.

Under the Soft Pedal
LITTLE TUNES TUNED FROM TYPE AND TALE

Mariah Elman, the noted violinist, is reported to be under contract to write a serenade for Miles Ziegfeld. In the language of Beigge, the couturier, “They all step sooner or later.”

In the person of Vivian Bowker, a little miss of Southern Illinois, Kansas has what that state believes to be its youngest composer. She has composed the music to “Why Don't You Make Me Happy?” a song that has just been put on sale, with words by Cecil Taylor, a local song writer.

Wydell A. Hill of Los Angeles, California, has invented a device which promises to be popular with scarlet writers. He calls it a “plot chart,” and claims that with its aid a writer can invent new and novel plots faster than he can write them down. The principle of the invention involves the use of the thirty-seven basic dramatic situations and their numerous sub-plots, on which all drama and fiction is based. Supposing that it can be adapted to making popular song-plots (if there is such a thing) great go to do where we go off?

New Publications
Vocal and Instrumental

SPECIAL! Great Offer to Teachers and Musicians

An ounce of proof is worth a pound of promise. Making claims is easy — "making good" is the real test of merits. Hundreds of Music Teachers and Successful Musicians claim that they have been greatlybreathed by the Siegel-Meyers Correspondence Course. They write us to that effect and we cheerfully accept their testimonial statements as sincere and true. You're welcome to these letters. We will send you as many as you care to read. But, after all, we realize that this is merely "meaning" evidence to many readers of this publication. Personal knowledge of what it really means—for example—to

Study Sherwood Piano Lessons and Harmony Under Rosenbecker and Protheroe

If it were possible for Sherwood, pupil of Liszt, ordained by Paderewski, Leszewsky, Henschke, and other well-known artists, to come right into your home and offer you his personal instruction at nominal rates, you would eagerly not gratify that lucky star, for the opportunity. Yet that opportunity is yours today, in every such community. We bring Sherwood to you—Sherwood, the Great Master at his best—the very spirit of his completes his work as Teacher, Composer-Pianist and Lecturer. In his

Sherwood Normal Piano Lessons and Extension Lectures on the Art of Teaching Music

This course of weekly Normal Piano Lessons, extension courses and University Extension Lectures on the Art of Teaching Music, is a course covering the entire field of music instruction. It contains the most valuable practical and theoretical material. In the original teaching methods, the pupil is taught by the piano, as he always will be in actual teaching. The course includes all subject matter necessary for a thorough knowledge of music instruction. It teaches the pianist to become a teacher of music. A complete course including all subject matter, all practical and theoretical material, and a complete course in the making of a teacher of music.

Harmony Teaches You To
1. Read music.
2. Play music.
3. Understand music.
4. Appreciate music.
5. Compose music.

Harmony The Peacemaker and Advanced Composition

Unprecedented Special Offer. 50% off all music sales, and a friendly letter telling you to send in your order and get this offer. You will get a letter telling you about the music and what you want. You will get a letter telling you about your order. When you get your letter, you will find and need more music and orders will be expected. Your payment must be made in full. This offer is good only as long as you order from us, and we will not substitute any other form of payment. The offer is good only as long as you order from us, and we will not substitute any other form of payment. The offer is good only as long as you order from us, and we will not substitute any other form of payment.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
197 SIEGEL, ELEVENTH, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Form Playing

A NEW IDEA

IN

PIANO INSTRUCTION

Using the musical "elements" through limited "Forms" comprising Effects and Embellishments unknown in print-ed music. Teaches everything you have dreamed about, and longed to do.

Absolutely covers the whole realm of "business" piano playing.

The chords possible in music are limited and fixed. Harmony-Text-Books do NOT reveal them. Waterman's Piano Forms (110 pages) is the only book in existence printing these chord combinations, complete.

Learn: to Determine Chords, Modulate, Transpose, play from Lead Sheets, Jazz Riffs, Split Riff, Trick Endings, Blue Harmony, Space-fillers, Song Writing, Clever Riffs, Ear Playing and 447 other subjects, listed below. Each topic treated with infinite care and detail.

Why experiment blindly with songs? Get a FOUNDATION for conscious Improvisation. Learn the Principle back of it all. Read the Synopsis of Contents. Mail the coupon. Then forgive me words: "All right."

SYNOPSIS OF COURSE

1. Saddles
2. Tune-Tones
3. Frequency of Moran
4. Ear Signal
5. Duration of Melody
7. Ear-Pointing
8. Improvising
9. Changed-Riff on
10. Melody Line
11. Melody Left Hand
12. Meandering
13. Base
14. Base Riff
15. Two-Step
16. Two-Step Riff
17. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
18. Hall Tone-Tattoo
19. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
20. Hall Tone-Tattoo
21. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
22. Hall Tone-Tattoo
23. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
24. Hall Tone-Tattoo
25. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
26. Hall Tone-Tattoo
27. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
28. Hall Tone-Tattoo
29. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
30. Hall Tone-Tattoo
31. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
32. Hall Tone-Tattoo
33. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
34. Hall Tone-Tattoo
35. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
36. Hall Tone-Tattoo
37. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
38. Hall Tone-Tattoo
39. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
40. Hall Tone-Tattoo
41. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
42. Hall Tone-Tattoo
43. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
44. Hall Tone-Tattoo
45. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
46. Hall Tone-Tattoo
47. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
48. Hall Tone-Tattoo
49. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
50. Hall Tone-Tattoo
51. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
52. Hall Tone-Tattoo
53. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
54. Hall Tone-Tattoo
55. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
56. Hall Tone-Tattoo
57. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
58. Hall Tone-Tattoo
59. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
60. Hall Tone-Tattoo
61. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
62. Hall Tone-Tattoo
63. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
64. Hall Tone-Tattoo
65. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
66. Hall Tone-Tattoo
67. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
68. Hall Tone-Tattoo
69. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
70. Hall Tone-Tattoo
71. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
72. Hall Tone-Tattoo
73. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
74. Hall Tone-Tattoo
75. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
76. Hall Tone-Tattoo
77. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
78. Hall Tone-Tattoo
79. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
80. Hall Tone-Tattoo
81. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
82. Hall Tone-Tattoo
83. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
84. Hall Tone-Tattoo
85. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
86. Hall Tone-Tattoo
87. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
88. Hall Tone-Tattoo
89. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
90. Hall Tone-Tattoo
91. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
92. Hall Tone-Tattoo
93. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
94. Hall Tone-Tattoo
95. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
96. Hall Tone-Tattoo
97. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
98. Hall Tone-Tattoo
99. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
100. Hall Tone-Tattoo
101. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
102. Hall Tone-Tattoo
103. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
104. Hall Tone-Tattoo
105. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
106. Hall Tone-Tattoo
107. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
108. Hall Tone-Tattoo
109. Hall Tone-Tattoo Bag
110. Hall Tone-Tattoo

JAZZ SECTION

111. Dixy RIff
112. Dixy Riff
113. Dixy Riff
114. Dixy Riff
115. Dixy Riff
116. Dixy Riff
117. Dixy Riff
118. Dixy Riff
119. Dixy Riff
120. Dixy Riff
121. Dixy Riff
122. Dixy Riff
123. Dixy Riff
124. Dixy Riff
125. Dixy Riff
126. Dixy Riff
127. Dixy Riff
128. Dixy Riff
129. Dixy Riff
130. Dixy Riff
131. Dixy Riff
132. Dixy Riff
133. Dixy Riff
134. Dixy Riff
135. Dixy Riff
136. Dixy Riff
137. Dixy Riff
138. Dixy Riff
139. Dixy Riff
140. Dixy Riff
141. Dixy Riff
142. Dixy Riff
143. Dixy Riff
144. Dixy Riff
145. Dixy Riff
146. Dixy Riff
147. Dixy Riff
148. Dixy Riff
149. Dixy Riff
150. Dixy Riff
151. Dixy Riff
152. Dixy Riff
153. Dixy Riff
154. Dixy Riff
155. Dixy Riff
156. Dixy Riff
157. Dixy Riff
158. Dixy Riff
159. Dixy Riff
160. Dixy Riff
161. Dixy Riff
162. Dixy Riff
163. Dixy Riff
164. Dixy Riff
165. Dixy Riff
166. Dixy Riff
167. Dixy Riff
168. Dixy Riff
169. Dixy Riff
170. Dixy Riff
171. Dixy Riff
172. Dixy Riff
173. Dixy Riff
174. Dixy Riff
175. Dixy Riff
176. Dixy Riff
177. Dixy Riff
178. Dixy Riff
179. Dixy Riff
180. Dixy Riff
181. Dixy Riff
182. Dixy Riff
183. Dixy Riff
184. Dixy Riff
185. Dixy Riff
186. Dixy Riff
187. Dixy Riff
188. Dixy Riff
189. Dixy Riff
190. Dixy Riff
191. Dixy Riff
192. Dixy Riff
193. Dixy Riff
194. Dixy Riff
195. Dixy Riff
196. Dixy Riff
197. Dixy Riff
198. Dixy Riff
199. Dixy Riff
200. Dixy Riff
201. Dixy Riff
202. Dixy Riff
203. Dixy Riff
204. Dixy Riff
205. Dixy Riff
206. Dixy Riff
207. Dixy Riff
208. Dixy Riff
209. Dixy Riff
210. Dixy Riff
211. Dixy Riff
212. Dixy Riff
213. Dixy Riff
214. Dixy Riff
215. Dixy Riff
216. Dixy Riff
217. Dixy Riff
218. Dixy Riff
219. Dixy Riff
220. Dixy Riff
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Dixie Doin’s. By Norman Leigh

One-Step for Piano

When It’s Night-time ’Cross the Mason-Dixon Line
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